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EDITORIAL
Dear Readers, 

We come back to writing from Brazil this year for a moment of betweenness. 
The World Cup is a year away. The Pope’s July visit came in the wake of 
the biggest demonstrations in Brazil for twenty years. Granta’s Best of Young 
Brazilian Novelists list made a splash last year, then sank from view. It’s time 
for Litro to see where Brazilian writing is at. With the president, culture min-
ister and head of the literary academy all women, yet a persistently machista 
culture and no sign of change, we really have to ask the women.

We open with a story by Luisa Geisler in which football is the last thing 
on the narrator’s mind. The tone slides towards the surreal and horrify-
ingly funny in short pieces by Juliana Frank, Ana Paula Maia and Miriam 
Mambrini. In Maia’s longer story, ‘Unruly Roger’, ideas of measure versus 
immoderacy run riot in this distorted mirror to Brazilian society.

There is no shortage of anxiety, even frenzy, behind front doors in this collec-
tion, particularly among women who live in tension between different levels 
of society or between generations. Yet, more contemplative notes are struck by 
Paloma Vidal and by our three poets. Lastly, in ‘Coexistence’, Carola Saavedra 
dramatises a woman’s encounter with her own, stubborn fictional creation. 

One further women-only aspect of the issue deserves special mention.  
A number of Oxford University's Portuguese Faculty students and their 
lecturer  translated the majority of these stories and poems—a first experi-
ence of professional editing and publication for several. Working with these 
fine new translators has been a pleasure and, as readers will see, a literary 
success. Many thanks!

I look forward to hearing what you think of the issue.
Sophie Lewis

Contributing Editor,
Rio de Janeiro
October 2013
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Laura LimaCOVER ARTIST
Born in 1971, Laura Lima lives in Rio de 
Janeiro, where she studied philosophy and 
art. Her work has featured in exhibitions in 
Canada, Switerland and the USA, as well as 
all around Brazil. 

Obra publicada com o apoio do Ministério da Cultura do 
Brasil / Fundação Biblioteca Nacional.


